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 Your choices will determine which . This is not a video game, but a novel. Choose wisely, as you are about to take on the undead apocalypse. In 'Zombie Exodus', you and your party must travel through the streets of an unnamed metropolis, dodging the roaming hordes of the undead. That is if you want to live. If you like what you see, we are currently accepting submissions. Review our guidelines
here. Are you able to tell the difference between a zombie and a person? The first zombie you meet in the streets of this town is the man with the ax in his hand. He raises the ax high in the air and moves forward to strike you. The man with the ax is a normal person, just like you and me. He's just had a terrible experience. He's now a person with a Zombie's qualities, but he's still just a person. At first

glance he looks like a zombie. But when you get closer, you can see that he's a regular, everyday man, like you and me. He just lost his loved ones and is now infected with the zombie virus. He's still a man, a person. He's not a zombie, but he's now something else. He's the first zombie you meet in the streets of this town. If a zombie has ever attacked you, it might look like a person. But, it's still a
zombie. But, if the person is the only zombie you ever see, the zombie might look like a person. But, it's still a zombie. Which would you want to meet in the streets of this town: a person or a zombie? You are now in the streets of this town, where you are sure to meet a zombie or a person. You have no idea what you'll meet. Which one will you want to meet? You want to survive, and you don't want

to meet a zombie. You need to survive, but the zombie is first. Who will you choose? Will you choose a person or a zombie? If the person and the zombie are both equally dangerous, which one would you want to meet? Which one would you want to meet? You want to 82157476af
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